
Workshop on Probability Theory and its applications

Date: December 27, 2019

Venue: Auditorium, 6F, Astro.-Math. Building (NTU campus)

Program

09:40 - 10:20 Panki Kim (Seoul National University)

Title: Dirichlet heat kernel estimates of symmetric stable processes on horn-shaped
regions

Abstract: In this talk, we consider symmetric stable processes on (unbounded) horn-
shaped regions which are non-uniformly C1.1 near infinity. By making full use of
probabilistic approaches, we establish two-sided Dirichlet heat estimates (global
in time) of such processes. The estimates are very sensitive with respect to the
reference function of each horn-shaped region. Our results also cover the case that
the associated Dirichlet semigroup is not intrinsically ultracontractive.

10:30 - 11:10 Li-Hsien Sun (National Central University)

Title: Mean Field Games with Heterogenous Groups: Application to Banking Systems

Abstract: We study the system of heterogeneous interbank lending and borrowing
based on the relative average of log-capitalization given by the linear combination
of the average within groups and the ensemble average and describe the evolution of
log-capitalization by a system of coupled diffusions. The model incorporates a game
feature with homogeneity within groups and heterogeneity between groups where
banks search for the optimal lending or borrowing strategies through minimizing
the heterogeneous linear quadratic costs in order to avoid to approach the default
barrier. Due to the complicity of the lending and borrowing system, the closed-loop
Nash equilibria and the open-loop Nash equilibria are both driven by the coupled
Riccati equations. The existence of the equilibria in the two-group case where
the number of banks are sufficiently large is guaranteed by the solvability for the
coupled Riccati equations as the number of banks goes to infinity in each group.
The equilibria are consisted of the mean-reverting term identical to the one group
game and the group average owing to heterogeneity. In addition, the existence
of the ‘-Nash equilibrium in the general d heterogeneous groups is also verified.
Finally, in the financial implication, we observe the Nash equilibria governed by
the mean-reverting term and the linear combination of the ensemble averages of
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individual groups and study the influence of the relative parameters on the liquidity
rate through the numerical analysis.

11:20 - 12:00 Chien-Hao Huang (National Taiwan University)

Title: Some problems concerning Wiener sausages in random environments

Abstract: Wiener sausages was discussed by Varadhan (1979), but we put it in ran-
dom environments recently, see Huang (2019). In this talk, we will discuss one-
dimensional case and make a link to directed polymers in random environments.

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch

13:30 - 14:10 Ildoo Kim (Korea University)

Title: Stochastic singular integral operators and partial differential equations

Abstract: Stochastic singular integral operators naturally appear in regularity prob-
lems of SPDEs (Stochastic Partial Differential equations). We introduce basic the-
ories related to these problems and compare them with classical theories.

14:20 - 15:00 Yuki Chino (National Center for Theoretical Sciences)

Title: Random Walk in Cooling Random Environment

Abstract: One-dimensional RandomWalk in Cooling Random Environment (RWCRE)
is obtained as a patchwork of one-dimensional Random Walk in Random Environ-
ment (RWRE) by resampling an environment along a sequence of deterministic
times. The RWCRE model can be seen as a model that interpolates between the
classical static model and the model with i.i.d. resamplings every unit of time. In
this talk, we have two results about the asymptotic behavior of RWCRE. First, we
investigate how the recurrence versus transience criterion known for RWRE changes
for RWCRE. Second, we explore the fluctuation for RWCRE when RWRE is either
recurrent or satisfies a classical central limit theorem. In the previous work, we
showed that SLLN and LDP for RWCRE were the same as those for RWRE un-
der a certain condition for the resampling. However, two results in this talk are
different from those for RWRE. They really depend in a delicate way on how we
choose resampling. In particular, sub-diffusive scaling and convergence to mixtures
of different limit laws are possible.

15:00 - 15:30 Tea Break

15:30 - 16:10 Kyung-Youn Kim (Academia Sinica)

Title: Heat kernel bounds for nonlocal operators with singular kernels
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Abstract: We prove sharp two-sided bounds of the fundamental solution for an integro-
differential operator of order α ∈ (0, 2) that generates a d-dimensional Markov pro-
cess. The corresponding Dirichlet form is comparable to that of d independent
copies of one-dimensional jump processes, i.e., the jumping measure is singular with
respect to the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure.

16:20 - 16:40 Daehan Park (Korea University)

Title: A Sobolev space theory for time-fractional stochastic PDE driven by Levy pro-
cesses

16:45 - 17:05 Beom-seok Han (Korea University)

Title: Some properties of the solution to stochastic partial differential equation with
multiplicative space-time white noise

17:10 - 17:30 Jaehun Lee (Seoul National University)

Title: Law of iterated logarithm for symmetric pure-jump processes

Abstract: In this talk, we discuss the liminf and limsup laws of the iterated loga-
rithm for the sample path of symmetric pure-jump process in metric measure space
equipped with volume doubling and reverse volume doubling conditions. Also, the
law of the iterated logarithm for local time will be established.

17:35 - 17:55 Soobin Cho (Seoul National University)

Title: Estimates on transition densities of subordinators with polynomial decaying
Lévy measure

Abstract: We establish two-sided estimates on the transition density for a large class
of subordinators whose Leévy measures are absolutely continuous with respect to
the Lebesgue measure and decaying in polynomial order.
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